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George Marsden, the preeminent biographer of Jonathan Edwards, noted that the time 

Edwards spent in Stockbridge as a missionary was far from retiring.  Rather, he was a 

“missionary deeply involved in the practical affairs of his day”1 as he attended to the tense 

exigencies arising from a biracial village on the edge of the New England frontier.  

 Marsden speculates that Edwards’ resolution to stay involved in the practical affairs of an 

eighteenth century mission settlement may either have been the result of lessons learned from his 

bitter dismissal from Northampton or possibly the unique circumstances in Stockbridge.  It is 

also possible that Edwards always had a keen interest in the practical matters of town and 

society, whether it be in Northampton or Stockbridge.2  Marsden chooses not to speculate further, 

and seems to leave the question open to conjecture.

 It may be possible to continue Marsden’s speculation by offering a theological 

explanation for Edwards’ Stockbridge activities.  Ever since scholars revised Perry Miller’s view 

that Edwards was a philosophical artiste who just happened to use theological categories, 

historians (and theologians) have been able to appreciate the significance of Edwards’ God-

entrenched vision of all things upon his pastoral and practical duties.  This seems to be especially  

true in regard to his approach at Stockbridge, for it is plausible that Edwards’ theological vision 

shaped most, if not all, of his “practical affairs” as a missionary.  More specifically, it was his 

vision of the triune God that established a foundation for a missiological strategy that 

necessitated his practical involvement in all aspects of life.

1 George Marsden, Jonathan Edwards: A Life (New Haven, Yale University Press, 2003) p. 388.

2 Ibid.
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 Fueled in part by the recent revival in Trinitarian studies, there has been a growing 

interest in studying Edwards’ Trinitarian theology.  Amy Plantinga Pauw is largely responsible 

for helping scholars understand that the Trinity was, for Edwards, the “supreme harmony of all” 

that tied together the various strands of his seemingly disparate thoughts.3  Edwards’ 

missiological thought is another note within this “harmony,” and by understanding the Trinitarian 

foundations that underlay this missiology it is possible to further Amy Plantinga Pauw’s thesis 

while offering a possible explanation for his active involvement in the life of the Stockbridge 

community. 

 Accounting for a “Trinitarian missiology” in Edwards’ thought is not an especially easy 

task.  No single text perfectly indicates such a conceptual paradigm, and much of the language 

that may betray such a notion is unfamiliar to modern ears.  The idea is there, though, and the 

only way to observe it is by understanding the intellectual tradition Edwards inherited.  This 

tradition comprises Edwards’ immediate Puritan Calvinism, but also embraces the greater 

tradition of Trinitarian “orthodoxy,” including, but not limited to, the tradition Augustine of 

Hippo bequeathed to subsequent generations.  At least some consideration of this tradition is 

necessary in order to understand how Edwards’ missiological thought may be described as 

Trinitarian.   Thus, certain key aspects of Augustine’s Trinitarian theology will be surveyed, 

3 Quotation from The Works of Jonathan Edwards: The “Miscellanies” aa-500  vol. 13 [hereafter  the series will be 
denoted by Works and volume number] ed. Thomas A. Schafer (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1994) p. 329 
(Misc. no. 182); Plantinga Pauw has written extensively on Edwards’ trinitarianism, of which the primary work is 
The Supreme Harmony of All: The Trinitarian Theology of Jonathan Edwards (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2002).  For 
a sampling of other scholars who have written on Edwards’ doctrine of God, see (in chronological order) Krister 
Sairsingh, “Jonathan Edwards and the Idea of Divine Glory: His Foundational Trinitarianism and Its Ecclesial 
Import” (PhD diss.., Harvard University, 1986); Robert Jenson, America’s Theologian: A Recommendation of 
Jonathan Edwards (New York: Oxford University Press, 1988); Michael Jinkins, “‘The Being of Beings’: Jonathan 
Edwards’ Understanding of God as Reflected in His Final Treatises,” Scottish Journal of Theology 46 (1993); 
Stephen R. Holmes, God of Grace and God of Glory: An Account of the Theology of Jonathan Edwards (Grand 
Rapids: Eerdmans, 2001); William J. Danaher, The Trinitarian Ethics of Jonathan Edwards (Louisville: Westminster 
John Knox Press, 2004); Sang Hyun Lee, “Editor’s Introduction”, in Works 21.
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along with a few references to Edwards’ immediate intellectual context, before addressing the 

substance of Edwards’ Trinitarian thought.  How Edwards then applied this theological 

framework to his more “practical” duties in Stockbridge will then be discussed.  The account 

begins, though, a few years before Edwards arrived in Stockbridge, when he was still pastoring 

the Northampton congregation in the aftermath of the Great Awakening.  

 In 1748, when the revival fires of the Great Awakening had subsided, Jonathan Edwards 

published the Humble Attempt to Promote Explicit Agreement and Union of God’s People in 

Extraordinary Prayer for the Revival of Religion and the Advancement of Christ’s Kingdom on 

Earth, pursuant to Scripture-Promises and Prophecies concerning the last Time.4  The text was 

intended as a chain letter to be sent to every colonial pastor in New England, to encourage them 

to gather their congregations “to come into a visible union” through a united, colonial-wide 

concert of prayer which “shall bring on that advancement of Christ’s church and kingdom.”5

 In Edwards’ opinion, colonialists had “backslidden”6 making religion in New England 

“very melancholy.”7  Northampton itself, in the short period just before the mid 1740’s, had been 

struggling with “contention and a party spirit…and a division of the people into parties.”8  The 

waning of the Great Awakening made Edwards wonder if his eschatological expectations had 

been accurate—much had changed for the worse since Edwards remarked that the revival was a 

“dawning, or at least a prelude, of that glorious work of God, so often foretold in Scripture, 

4 Works 5, pp. 307-436; abbreviated as Humble Attempt.

5 Ibid, p. 320.

6 Works 16, “Letter to William McCulloch, Jan. 21, 1747/8,” p. 220.

7 Ibid, “Letter to William McCulloch, March 5, 1743/4,” p. 47.

8  Ibid, “Letter to Benjamin Colman, May 19, 1737,” p. 67.
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which in the progress and issue of it, shall renew the world of mankind.”9  But despite the “dark 

clouds” that hung over New England, Edwards remained hopeful; in the Humble Attempt, he 

encouraged the colonial ministers to implement the concert because “the beginning of that great 

work of God’s Spirit, in reviving of religion, which…will issue in Antichrist’s ruin, is not far 

off.”10

 For Edwards, the melancholy and divisive state of New England religion could only be 

corrected through the united concert of prayer, in which the colonialists would pray “for those 

great effusions of the Holy Spirit… to revive true religion in all parts of Christendom.”11  

Edwards believed the concert would effect further revival because, for one, scripture said so—in 

the Humble Attempt, he writes, “The Scriptures give us great reason to think, that when once 

there comes to appear much of a spirit of prayer in the church of God for this mercy, then it 

[world revival] will soon be accomplished.”12  But second, and most important for the purposes 

here, Edwards believed the concert would promote the union of the colonies, a quality necessary 

for revival and the mission of the church.  As Edwards saw it, the concert would dispose the 

people in the colonies “to come into an express agreement,” and this “union in it” would be “the 

means of awakening others.”13  Edwards goes on to write that the observation of this spiritual 

unity by those outside the church would “dispos[e] them to join with God’s people… and that in 

9 Works 4, Some Thoughts Concerning the Revival, p. 353. 

10 Works 5, p. 425.

11 Ibid, p. 320-1.

12 Ibid, p. 351.

13 Ibid, p. 317; emphasis added.
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this manner religion shall be propagated…till whole nations be awakened, and there be at length 

an accession of many of the chief nations of the world to the church of God.”14

 In Edwards’ mind, the visible unity of the colonies would “awaken” those outside the 

church because the spiritual unity of the colonial churches most clearly communicated the glory, 

goodness, and beauty of God to the unchurched.  As Edwards writes, in a key passage, 

Union is one of the most amiable things, that pertains to human society; yea ‘tis 
one of the most beautiful and happy things on earth, which indeed makes earth 
most like heaven…As ‘tis the glory of the church of Christ, that she, in all her 
members, however dispersed, is thus one, one holy society, one city, one family, 
one body; so it is very desirable, that this union should be manifested, and become 
visible.15

 It is this passage that most clearly points to the Trinitarian foundations for Edwards’ 

missiology.  It may not, at first glance, appear to be so.  But when the language of Trinitarian 

theology is understood, as derived from some of the traditional resources to which Edwards 

seems to have had access, it is hard to view this passage in any other way but as a further 

example of Edwards’ trinitarianism.  Once this language is understood, Edwards’ Trinitarian 

missiology may be fully appreciated.

“Grammar of Divinity”

14 Ibid, p. 317-8.

15 Works 5, p. 365.
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 The last several years have been very fruitful in the study of the Trinity, especially in 

regard to patristic trinitarian studies.16  One of the things the recent scholarship has emphasized 

is that most of the patristic theologians (in the time before, leading up to, and after the first four 

ecumenical councils) were part of a shared theological culture that was attempting to establish a 

“grammar of divinity” in order to make the mystery of divine unity and diversity comprehensible 

for theological discourse.17  

One of the fundamental things that this culture wanted to establish was that there existed 

in God no degrees of divinity.  God is without parts and is thus indivisible; each “person” of the 

Trinity is fully God, indicating a perfectly simple being consisting in the indivisible unity of 

three distinct but irreducible divine persons.  Based upon an exegesis of John 17, many patristic 

theologians developed a strategy to conceptualize this mystery by saying that the divine persons 

interpenetrate each other, such that there is no actual division, subordination, or reduction.  Thus, 

for example, the Father is in the Son, and the Son is in the Father. This is the doctrine of 

perichoresis—the reality that the persons of the Trinity interpenetrate each other such that God is 

constituted as one essence.

  The doctrine of perichoresis was simply the conceptual paradigm theologians established 

in order to think about what was going on in God.  It did not, necessarily, establish a way to talk 

16 The primary studies that have most influenced the present essay are Lewis Ayres, Nicaea and its Legacy: An 
Approach to Trinitarian Theology (Oxford University Press, 2005); Michel René Barnes, “Augustine in 
Contemporary Trinitarian Theology,” Theological Studies 56 (1995) pp. 237-50;  idem, “De Regnon Reconsidered,” 
Augustinian Studies 26 (1995) pp. 51-79; idem, “Divine Unity and the Divided Self: Gregory of Nyssa’s Trinitarian 
Theology in its Psychological Context,” Modern Theology 18:4 (2002);  John Behr, The Way to Nicaea: Formations 
in Christian Theology, vol. 1 (New York: St. Vladimir’s Seminary Press, 2001);  idem, The Nicene Faith: 
Formations in Christian Theology, vol. 2 (New York: St. Vladimir’s Seminary Press, 2004);  Sarah Coakley, ed., 
Rethinking Gregory of Nyssa (Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishing, 2003);  S.T. Davis, D. Kendall, and G. O’Collins, 
eds., The Trinity: An Interdisciplinary Symposium on the Doctrine of the Trinity (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1999).

17 See Lewis Ayres, “On Not Three People: The Fundamental Themes of Gregory of Nyssa’s Trinitarian Theology as 
Seen in To Ablabius: On Not Three Gods,” Modern Theology 18:4 (2002) p. 446.
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about God, especially in relation to his actions in the world.18  Thus, when theologians applied 

the concept to God’s economic actions, there was a specific strategy they employed to refer to his 

irreducibility.  Based upon God’s perichoretic reality, theologians generally assumed that 

whenever God acts, all of the divine persons are present in the act through an inseparable 

operation.  The doctrine of inseparable operation is summarized well in a passage from Gregory 

of Nyssa:

If…we understand that the operation of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit is 
one, differing or varying in nothing, the oneness of their nature must needs be 
inferred from the identity of their operation.  The Father, the Son, and the Holy 
Spirit alike give sanctification, and life, and light, and comfort, and all similar 
graces…As we say that the operation of the Father, and of the Son, and the Holy 
Spirit is one, so we say that the Godhead is one.19

 The patristic theologians believed that the ineffable unity of the triune God could be 

understood best by observing his operations in the world.  In those activities, it was believed that 

each person was present in every act of God.  As Gregory states, the Father, the Son, and the 

Spirit act concurrently in any operation, distinguished only by their particular role in the act.  For 

most of the church fathers, the doctrine of the inseparable operation was the most useful strategy 

for describing the perfect unity of the triune God, and they articulated it in a variety of ways.20

18 Indeed, every patristic theologian (even Augustine!) approached the doctrine of perichoresis with intense 
apophatic tendencies—it was believed that one could not postulate God’s indivisibility without first understanding 
the absolute mysteriousness of his perichoretic reality.

19 Gregory of Nyssa, “On the Holy Trinity,” in ed. Philip Schaff, trans. R.G. MacMullen, Nicene and Post-Nicene 
Fathers, vol. 5 (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1979) p. 328; emphasis added.

20 The doctrine of perichoresis, and the doctrine of inseparable operations, was not limited to the Eastern patristic 
theologians.  For examples of Western theologians who used the doctrines in their work, see Ambrose, One the Holy 
Spirit, in Roy J. DeFerrari, trans., Saint Ambrose: Theological and Dogmatic Works, in The Fathers of the Church: 
A New Translation, vol. 44 (Washington, DC: Catholic University of America, 1963) sec. 1.12.131, pp. 82-3; sec. 
2.10.101, p. 131; Hilary of Poitiers, The Trinity, trans. Stephen McKenna, The Fathers of the Church: A New 
Translation vol. 25 (Washington, DC: Catholic University of America Press, 1954) sec. 3:2-3, pp. 66-7.
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Augustine, whose bequeathed tradition apparently most influenced Jonathan Edwards,21 

was also concerned to establish the doctrine of inseparable operations.22  The doctrine is present 

in a letter,23 a sermon,24 and throughout his grand treatise, De Trinitate.25  While all of these 

passages point to Augustine’s reliance on the theological culture and the importance of 

maintaining the doctrine of inseparable operations, they also help explicate his famous (or 

infamous, according to some) psychological analogies, in which he patterned the operations of 

the Trinity after the operations of the human mind, where in one mental act there is memory, 

understanding/intelligence, and will/love—terms that became commonplace in Jonathan 

Edwards’ theological milieu.26  Augustine’s psychological analogies have often been blamed for 

introducing a regretful element in Western theology,27  but it is important to note that these 

21 There are also Greek, “Cappadocian” influences upon Edwards’ thought, but Edwards always seems to filter these 
categories through an Augustinian paradigm.  This issue has been controversial in the secondary literature (see n. 
38), but it seems to me that Edwards is working within a unified—but diverse—trinitarian tradition in which the 
differences within made little difference to his general theological project.

22 For a review of Augustine’s Trinitarian theology, see Barnes, “De Régnon Reconsidered”; “Augustine in 
Contemporary Trinitarian Theology”; “Rereading Augustine’s Theology of the Trinity,” in The Trinity: An 
Interdisciplinary Symposium on the Trinity, ed. Stephen T. Davis, Daniel Kendall, and Gerald O’Collins (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1999), pp. 145-76; Lewis Ayres, “Remember that You are Catholic” (serm. 52.2): 
Augustine on the Unity of the Triune God”, Journal of Early Christian Studies 8 (2000), pp. 69-80; idem, “The 
Fundamental Grammar of Augustine’s Trinitarian Theology,” in R. Dodaro and G. Lawless, eds., Augustine and his 
Critics (London: Routledge, 1999).

23 Augustine, “Letter to Nebridius, no. 11”, in The Fathers of the Church: St. Augustine, Letters 1-82, trans. Sister 
Wilfrid Parsons (New York: Fathers of the Church Inc., 1951) p. 26.

24 Augustine, “Of the words of St. Matthew’s Gospel, Chapter 3:13” [Sermon 52], in Philip Schaff, ed., R.G. 
MacMullen, trans., Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers, vol. VI (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1979) p. 259.

25  Augustine, The Trinity, John Rotelle, ed., Edmund Hill, trans. (Hyde Park, NY: New City Press, 1991) pp. 69-70, 
175, 397, and 411.

26 Augustine’s analogies are first articulated (as far as we know) in Sermon 52, pp. 264-6, and expounded further 
throughout De Trinitate.

27 There are literally hundreds of accounts that blame Augustine for positing a non-relational, monistic, and hyper-
substance ontological trinitarianism.  Some of the most notable are Colin Gunton, “Augustine, the Trinity, and the 
Theological Crisis in the West,” in The Promise of Trinitarian Theology, 2nd ed. (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1997) p. 
32; Robert Jenson, The Triune Identity: God according to the Gospel (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1982) pp. 127-8; 
Cornelius Plantinga Jr., “The Threeness/Oneness Problem of the Trinity,” Calvin Theological Journal 23 (1988); 
John D. Zizioulas, Being as Communion: Studies in Personhood and the Church (Crestwood, NY: St. Vladimir’s 
Seminary Press, 1985) pp. 17, 87-8.
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analogies were a near-perfect illustration of the doctrine of inseparable operations—Augustine 

was simply trying to maintain, from a philosophical position, the orthodox or “catholic” 

doctrines of perichoresis and inseparable operations.28

While Augustine felt that the psychological analogies were useful as a polemical or 

philosophical tool, he actually states that he did not prefer the psychological analogies in his 

conception of God.29  Even though the psychological analogies were useful in describing how 

God could be triune, Augustine (like his modern readers) did not feel that they captured the love-

dynamism of which the scriptures spoke in regard to God’s relational essence (“God is love,” as 

the scriptures say).  Thus, by the end of De Trinitate, Augustine recommends his “mutual-love” 

model of the Trinity which emphasizes the reciprocating love between the Father and the Son, 

enabled by the Spirit.30  

This model maintained the absolute equality of the divine persons of the Trinity while 

affirming the love-dynamism existing in the Godhead.  In the very last book of his monumental 

work, Augustine writes that the best image of the Trinity is one which articulates the mutual love 

flowing between the Father and the Son.  Augustine himself attempts to express this image by re-

appropriating the terminology of his psychological analogies, but now applied conceptually to 

the mutual love model.31  Thus, Augustine suggests that the mind’s memory and understanding 

28 For studies elucidating why Augustine was attempting to establish a philosophical argument for the Trinity, see 
Michel Barnes, “The Arians of Book V, and the Genre of De Trinitate,” Journal of Theological Studies, no. 44 
(1993), pp. 185-95; idem, “Rereading Augustine’s Theology of the Trinity.”

29 See The Trinity, p. 398: “But we also came to realize that the mind could never be in such a case that it did not 
remember or understand or love itself, although it did not always think about itself.”  See also The Trinity, p. 419: 
“The Trinity which is God cannot just be read off from those three things which we have pointed out in the trinity of 
our minds.”

30 Augustine first explores the model earlier Book 8:5, pp. 253-5 of The Trinity, where he identifies a “trinity” in 
love itself, namely the “lover, the beloved and love.”

31 Ibid, p. 426.
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relate to each other in the will or love, which unites, binds, and preserves the whole into one 

ineffable essence.  When Augustine translates this model into traditional terms, he says that the 

Father and the Son are united by a mutual Gift of love, the Spirit.  The language of the Spirit as 

“Gift” seems to be the only term Augustine finds appropriate to apply to the divine mystery.  It is 

only through God the Gift—God given away—that Augustine thinks the ineffable divine reality 

may be described. So, Augustine says that love—which God is—is caused and given by the 

Father, which in turn is acknowledged and reciprocated by the Son, effectively uniting them in a 

mutually shared, loving communion.  The role of the Spirit, as a “kind of inexpressible 

communion or fellowship of Father and Son,” bonds the Father and Son so that the mutual 

indwelling of the three persons may be effected.32  This love relationship—in which the Father 

and Son commune through the person of the Spirit—demonstrates the perfection of God.  God is 

inseparably and irreducibly united in his being through the distinct role of the Spirit (thus 

affirming the doctrine of inseparable operations)33 and the scriptural testimony that God’s very 

being is love is followed faithfully, thus preserving the incomprehensible love-dynamism in God.

 This “mutual love” model of the Trinity served two purposes for Augustine and later 

Trinitarian theology.  It preserved and illustrated the doctrine of inseparable operation, 

demonstrating the oneness that exists through the perichoretic union of the triune God.  It also 

offered a way to refer to God’s relational essence that preserved the biblical dictum God is love.  

But most of all, the model presented to later Trinitarian theology a relational vision of God that 

emphasized the love-dynamism of his nature.  

32 Ibid, p. 419 (Book 15:27).

33 This is not to imply that only the Spirit is love—remember the doctrine of inseparable operations!  All the persons 
are love, but the Spirit’s unique role in love is to bind the Father and Son in their mutual indwelling.
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Appropriation of the “Grammar”

 For the Puritanism of Edwards’ day, the “grammar of divinity” that was developed by the 

patristic theologians (and filtered especially by Augustine) was appropriated by the Puritanism of 

Edwards’ day and used for sundry pastoral purposes.  For example, John Owen, writing in the 

century before Edwards, wrote in his major treatise on the Trinity that the people of God were 

being brought into the eternal fellowship of the divine persons in the process of their 

sanctification.34  John Cotton, writing in the same century, maintained the indivisibility of the 

divine persons while affirming the relational love-dynamism in the Godhead.  He writes that 

“God is not compounded, but free without mixture, he is without all causes besides himself, he is 

of himself, from himself, and by himself, and for himself,” and in eternity the persons of the 

Trinity “nourished, delighted, and solaced each other.”35  Richard Sibbes declared, in a striking 

declaration foreshadowing Edwards, that “the Trinity should be the pattern of our unity.”36  Peter 

van Mastricht, the author of one of Edwards’ theological textbooks, suggested that “in the most 

perfect society and communion of the divine persons, the extraordinary perfection of the Holy 

Trinity consists.”37  

34 John Owen, Communion with God, in William H. Goold ed., The Works of John Owen, vol. II (Banner of Truth 
Trust, 1997).

35 John Cotton, A practical commentary, or, An exposition with observations, reasons, and vses upon the First 
epistle generall of John, (London : Printed by R.I. and E.C. for Thomas Parkhurst, 1656) [Film A 147 1306:10, 
microfiche] pp. 11-12.

36 Richard Sibbes, Complete Works, vol. 3, edited with memoir by Alexander B. Grosart (Carlisle, Pa.: Banner of 
Truth Trust, 2001) p. 194.

37 Peter van Mastricht, Theoretico-practica Theologia, ed. nova, (Thomae Appels, Rhenum, 1699) Book II, xxiv, 28 
(“in perfectissima personarum divinarum societate et communione, praecipua consistit S. Trinitatis perfectio”).
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In perusing his writings, it is apparent that Jonathan Edwards was quite caught up in these 

themes.  The relational love-dynamism that exists in the triune God, observed in Augustine and 

the Puritan tradition, provided Edwards with an enormously helpful hermeneutic for his 

theological speculations.  The doctrines of perichoresis and the inseparable operations 

(illustrated through the mutual love model) did more for Edwards than simply demonstrate how 

God is triune; rather, it demonstrated to him why God is good, for the glory and goodness of God 

was predicated upon the mutually reciprocating love that subsists between the divine persons in 

harmonious relationship to each other.  In other words, it was God’s goodness in his triune-ness 

that so fascinated Edwards and fueled his theology.  As we will see, it is the mutual love and 

perfect communion of God’s triune glory that fuels Edwards’ missiology.  After a short 

demonstration that Edwards actually did employ these ideas, his application of them to his 

missional thought will be discussed.

 The patristic themes of perichoresis, divine inseparability, and the model illustrating 

God’s mutual love are all present throughout Edwards’ writings.  Interestingly enough, though, 

Edwards never seems to refer to the sources from which these themes came—patristic, Puritan or 

otherwise.  He never actually uses the word perichoresis, nor does he ever alert the reader to his 

source material whenever he uses the mutual love model.  These themes, though, are clearly 

evident in his writings, and the reader is left wondering how, exactly, these themes entered his 
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thought.38  Until more textual evidence becomes available, scholars will still be forced to 

speculate on the theological origins of Edwards’ thought.39

 But however they came into his thought, the ideas are certainly there.  The doctrines of 

perichoresis and the divine inseparable operations may be seen primarily within Edwards’ 

unpublished essay, Discourse on the Trinity.40  Edwards opens this essay by focusing on the 

traditional doctrine of God’s transcendence—that God is entirely sufficient within himself, 

requiring no external stimulation.  In order to demonstrate how this may be true, Edwards 

appropriates Augustine’s psychological analogy and translates it according to the philosophical 

language of his day.  He says, in the opening paragraph of the essay, “Accordingly it must be 

supposed that God perpetually and eternally has a most perfect idea of himself, as it were an 

exact image and representation of himself ever before him and in actual view.”41  While 

38 Amy Plantinga Pauw has consistently argued that Edwards vacillated between “two models” of the Trinity, one 
derived from the Western, Augustinian tradition and the other from the Eastern, Cappadocian tradition.  Plantinga 
Pauw accepts and follows the “de Regnon” paradigm for describing the development of Trinitarian theology (a 
tenuous paradigm at best), which allows her to suggest that Edwards’ trinitarianism was structurally discordant.  But 
nearly every example she provides of Edwards employing a “Cappadocian” model is immediately supported by an 
Augustinian model, calling this part of her argument to question—it seems that the differences between “West” and 
“East” mattered little to Edwards.  For Plantinga Pauw’s work in this area, see The Supreme Harmony of All, pp. 
57-89, 183-192; idem, “The Trinity,” Sang Hyun Lee, ed. The Princeton Companion to Jonathan Edwards 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2005); idem, “‘One Alone Cannot be Excellent’: Edwards on Divine 
Simplicity” in Paul Helm and Oliver Crisp, eds., The Philosophy of Jonathan Edwards (Burlington, VI: Ashgate, 
2003) pp. 115-26.  Plantinga Pauw’s interpretation seems to be standard in the field.  See, for example, Sang Hyun 
Lee, “Editor’s Introduction”, in Works 21; William J. Danaher, The Trinitarian Ethics of Jonathan Edwards.  For a 
critique of this view, with which I agree, see Steven Studebaker, “Jonathan Edwards’s social Augustinian 
trinitarianism: an alternative to a recent trend,” Scottish Journal of Theology 56, no. 3 (2003), pp. 268-285; c.f. Steve 
Studebaker, “Supreme harmony or supreme disharmony? An analysis of Amy Plantinga Pauw’s ‘The Supreme 
Harmony of All’: The Trinitarian Theology of Jonathan Edwards,” Scottish Journal of Theology 57, no. 3 (2004), pp. 
479-485, and idem, Review of The Supreme Harmony of All: The Trinitarian Theology of Jonathan Edwards, by 
Amy Plantinga Pauw, Fides et Historia, XXXVI:1 (Winter/Spring 2004) pp. 156-7.

39 One of Edwards’ theological textbooks, for example (Peter van Mastricht, Theoretica-Practica Theologia, ed. 
nova, Thomae Appels, Rhenum, 1699), has yet to be translated, forcing students of Edwards to keep up with their 
Latin.  

40 Works 21, pp. 113-144; it seems likely that this essay was the rough draft for the introductory chapter to the 
magnus opus Edwards intended to write, The History of the Work of Redemption.  For speculation along these lines, 
see Holmes, pp. 54-56.

41 Works 21, p. 113.
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Edwards’ notion that God’s idea of himself represents a perfect, real and substantial image may 

be curious to some, what is important for our purposes is what he says next: “And from hence 

arises a most pure and perfect energy in the Godhead, which is the divine love, complacence and 

joy.”42  This image is, of course, an appropriation (and possible blending) of Augustine’s 

psychological and mutual love analogies, which Edwards uses to explain how God is infinitely 

content within himself.  Edwards’ suggestion is that for God to be truly transcendent, it may be 

said that there is God, his idea, and the love that arises and flows between the two.  This 

explanation is provided in just a few lines of text in the first paragraph—possibly indicating how 

much Edwards assumes Augustine’s model in his conception of the Trinitarian existence.  

Edwards does not premise the model, nor does he explain why he uses it—it is simply there, with 

the only question being the particular terminology he employs to present the model.

 Edwards goes on to write that the terminological distinctions between God, his idea, and 

will/love are not actual distinctions, such that God could be compounded.  He writes,

The perfection [of God’s triune-ness] will indeed infer this: that there is no 
distinction to be made in God between power or habit and act; and with respect to 
God’s understanding, that there are no such distinctions to be admitted as in ours 
between perception or idea, and reasoning and judgment…but that the whole of 
the divine understanding or wisdom consists in the mere perception or unvaried 
presence of his infinitely perfect idea.  And with respect to the other faculty, as it 
is in God, there are no distinctions to be admitted of faculty, habit and act, 
between will, inclination and love: but that it is all one simple act.43

42 Ibid.

43 Ibid, emphasis added; this passage, inter alia, has created a bit of a controversy in Edwardsean scholarship—Sang 
Hyun Lee views the text as an another example of Edwards’ radical dispositional ontology while Stephen Holmes 
maintains that passages such as these can be observed in line with general Trinitarian orthodoxy.  It’s possible to 
read the passage both ways, but Holmes is right to say that Edwards’ ideas are right in line with the patristic authors
—indeed, Edwards often supports his possible dispositional ontology with the mutual love model.  For Lee’s work, 
see The Philosophical Theology of Jonathan Edwards (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1988); for Holmes’ 
response, see “Does Jonathan Edwards Use a Dispositional Ontology? A Response to Sang Hyun Lee” in Helm and 
Crisp, pp. 99-114.
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 Here, Edwards compares God’s faculties (the understanding/idea and will/love) to human 

faculties, arguing that the difference between God and humanity is that the divine faculties 

operate without distinction and in absolute proportion to each other.44  They are in fact, “one 

simple act,” recalling the classical doctrine of the actus purus of God.  The significant point for 

the purposes here is that Edwards has offered an articulation of God’s inseparability, using the 

terminology of the psychological analogy.  God’s faculties (in the scriptural terms, the Father, the 

Son and the Spirit) are united so inseparably that their operation in each other functionally exists 

as one eternal and simple act.  

 This difficult point is made clearer later on in the essay, where Edwards employs 

scriptural Trinitarian terminology to describe the perichoretic relationship of the divine persons, 

such that all the divine persons “all have understanding and will” in one another.45  Edwards’ 

repeated emphasis that the divine persons are in each other point to the classical idea of 

perichoresis and divine inseparability.  The persons of the Godhead interpenetrate each other 

(through “one simple act”) such that all divine persons have understanding and will with the 

consequence that there is no substantial, essential or actual distinctions in the Godhead.  In other 

words, God is incomprehensibly one in his essence.  

For Edwards, like Augustine, the scriptural dictum “God is love” helpfully elucidated the 

concept of divine indwelling.  This scripture, for Edwards, “shows that there are more persons 

than one in the Deity: for it shows to be essential and necessary to the Deity, so that his nature 

consists in it; and this supposes that there is an eternal and necessary object, because all love 

44 Proportionality and harmony was an extremely important theme in Edwards’ thought.  For the analysis and the 
relevant texts, see Richard R. Niebuhr, “Being and Consent,” ed. Sang Hyun Lee, The Princeton Companion to 
Jonathan Edwards (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2005).

45 Works 21, Discourse, p. 134.
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respects another, that is, the beloved.”46  For God to be eternally self-sufficient, he must love 

himself, and God cannot love unless he has an other; this other, however, cannot be another 

supreme being in relation to another supreme being—that would be tritheism and Edwards 

would fall into an embarrassing blasphemy.  To avoid this heresy, in the next several paragraphs 

Edwards further explores the varying relations that subsist within the psychological analogy in 

an effort to preserve the ineffable unity of the divine persons.47  Once he feels comfortable that 

God’s divine unity has been established, the full transition to the mutual love model occurs.  

Edwards states, in summary,

The Godhead being thus begotten by God’s having an idea of himself and 
standing forth in a distinct subsistence or person in that idea, there proceeds a 
most pure act, and an infinitely holy and sweet energy arises between the Father 
and Son: for their love and joy is mutual, in mutually loving and delighting in 
each other.48

This is, effectively, Augustine’s mutual love model of the Trinity, using synonyms 

peculiar to the eighteenth century philosophical milieu.  Edwards suggests that there is God and 

his idea, a real and hypostatic representation of God, from which arises an act of mutually 

exercised love, or a “sweet energy” shared mutually between God and his idea, which Edwards 

often referred to as God’s “communication.”49  In the traditional language, which Edwards 

immediately employs, there is the Father and the Son, whose love for each other is mutually 

shared through the act of the Spirit, which he explains in the next sentence.  He says,

46 Ibid, p. 113-4.

47 From pp. 114-120.

48 Ibid, p. 121.

49 See End of Creation, in Works 8, p. 528; Works 13, (Misc. no. 96) p. 263; Stephen H. Daniel’s work is helpful in 
regard to Edwards’ understanding of divine communication, even if it removes Edwards’ from his intellectual 
context.  See The Philosophical Theology of Jonathan Edwards: A Study in Divine Semiotics (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1994).
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This is the eternal and most perfect and essential act of the divine nature, wherein 
the Godhead acts to an infinite degree and in the most perfect manner possible.  
The Deity becomes all act; the divine essence itself flows out and is as it were 
breathed forth in love and joy.  So that the Godhead therein stands forth in yet 
another manner of subsistence, and there proceeds the third person in the Trinity, 
the Holy Spirit, viz. the Deity in act: for there is no other act but the act of the 
will.50

This act of love (the Spirit), arising from the Father and the Son, effectively bonds the 

persons of the Godhead so that the “Deity becomes all act,” perfectly unified, simple, indivisible 

and irreducible.  With the terms of the psychological analogy at hand, Edwards transitioned into 

the mutual love model in order to most appropriately describe the perichoretic union of God.  

The psychological analogy, the doctrine of the inseparable operations, and the mutual love model 

are all here.

While much of this discussion may seem esoteric, for Edwards it was more than an 

abstruse examination with little practical value.  Indeed, for Edwards, the discussion concerned 

the very glory and goodness of God, because Edwards believed God’s goodness was predicated 

upon his Trinitarian existence.  The clearest example where this may be observed comes from 

one of Edwards’ entries in his theological journal, entitled “End of Creation,” a foundational note 

for the longer treatise he finished just before he died.  He writes:

God is glorified within himself these two ways: (1) by appearing or being 
manifested to himself in his own perfect idea, or, in his Son, who is the brightness 
of his glory; (2) by enjoying and delighting in himself, by flowing forth in infinite 
love and delight towards himself, or, in his Holy Spirit.51

Here, we may observe Edwards’ appropriation of the terminology of the psychological 

model as well as the mutual love model, which Edwards, as usual, seems to presuppose.  His 

50 Ibid.

51 Works 13, (Misc. no. 448) p. 495.
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purpose for the model, though, is not to explain God’s Trinitarian essence, but to make the 

suggestion that God’s glory actually consists in the shared love flowing between God and his 

Son.  It is through the presence of the Son (in which God is “manifested to himself in his own 

perfect idea”) that God is able to love himself through the Spirit (the joy or delight in himself).  

In short, God is good through the active communication of his self-understanding and self-love.  

God is not static, but active in an eternal communion of knowledge and love of himself. God’s 

glorious goodness, then, is premised on his Trinitarian existence.52

Edwards refers to this glorious communion in a way entirely commensurate with his 

statement in the Humble Attempt that the glory of the church consists in the union of its “diverse 

members,” such that it is “one holy society, one city, one family, one body.”53  Near the end of 

the Discourse on the Trinity, immediately after he presents the mutual love model, he writes that 

the glorious communion of the divine persons is “in every way equal in the society or family of 

the three.  They are equal in honor besides the honor which is common to ‘em all, viz. that they 

are all God; each has his peculiar honor in the society or family.”54  

Edwards’ main point in this passage is to establish the indivisibility and irreducibility of 

the divine persons in their communion, but more important for the purposes here is that Edwards 

employs language to describe the glory and goodness of God that is commensurable with the 

language he uses to describe the glory and goodness of the church.  Based simply upon these two 

52 Edwards continues this theme in his foundational philosophical treatise, “The Mind,” (Works 6, p. 364) where he 
writes, “As to God’s excellence, it is evident it consists in the love of himself…he exerts himself towards himself no 
other way that in infinitely loving and delighting in himself, in the mutual love of the Father and the Son.”  
Elsewhere, Edwards writes that God’s goodness may no longer be viewed as a simple attribute of God, but as an 
ontological quality in God, a statement entirely consistent with his thorough-going trinitarianism.  See Works 8, End 
of Creation, p. 528.

53 See above, n. 15.

54 Ibid, p. 135.
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passages, it would seem that Edwards is adumbrating that the church is called to be united in 

love as God is united in love; indeed, this point becomes all the more clear once we explore 

some other key texts.

Within much of the secondary literature, much has been made of the importance of 

Edwards’ nearly panentheist account of God’s purpose in creating the universe in his treatise 

Dissertation Concerning the End for Which God created the World.  This treatise, along with its 

companion, True Virtue, presents Edwards’ conception of the entire shape of history—why the 

universe came into being, the purpose for its existence, the direction it is going, and humanity’s 

place and function within it.  The important themes for the purposes here concern the Trinitarian 

implications of God’s self-glorifying act in creating.  Edwards is absolutely convinced that God 

created for the sake of his own glory (completely in line with his Calvinist orthodoxy), but the 

consequences of God’s self-glorifying creative act upon human relations present some rather 

striking implications upon Edwards’ ecclesiology and ultimately his missiology.  

Edwards argues that part of the nature of God’s dynamic, self-communicative love is the 

desire to share that love with other beings.  God, Edwards writes, “delights in the exercise of his 

own perfection,” but also “delights in all the kinds of its exercise.”55  In a similar reflection, 

Edwards says, “God don’t seek his own glory because it makes him the happier to be honored 

and highly thought of, but because he loves to see himself, his own excellencies and glories, 

appearing in his works, loves to see himself communicated.”56   Because God loves to see and 

revel in his own communications, he thus delights in creating occasions for their exercise.  This 

55 Works 18 (Misc. no. 553) p. 97.

56 Works 13, (Misc. no. 247) pp. 360-1.
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is another aspect that constitutes God’s essential goodness—the desire or disposition to share the 

happiness that arises from the reciprocating love within the divine persons.57  

 Thus, as Edwards writes in another journal entry, human beings “are made that God may 

in them have occasion to fulfill his good pleasure, in manifesting and communicating himself.  In 

this God takes delight, and for the sake of this delight God creates the world.”58  Edwards then 

argues that there is an “emanation of [God’s] internal glory”59 in the act of creation, such that 

human beings are given the faculties of understanding and will so that God’s glorious happiness 

is further exercised, to the delight of God.  When the creature exercises the faculties in a single, 

unified act of worship (subtly recalling the doctrine of inseparable operations, from the human 

side), the creature is effectively participating in the glorious happiness of God himself.60   As 

Edwards explains,

Because [God] infinitely values his own glory, consisting in the knowledge of 
himself, love to himself, and complacence and joy in himself; he therefore valued 
the image, communication or participation of these, in the creature.61

In other words, God’s happiness arising from his triune glory (consisting in his 

understanding and will/love) is communicated to the creature through the creation of human 

faculties, so that the creature may know and love God through the understanding and will.  When 

creatures acknowledge and love God, they are merely exercising the very “things” that make 

57 It is God’s happiness that he desires to share, not his essence—it is this distinction that separates Edwards from 
truly panentheist accounts.

58 Works 13 (Misc. no. 448) p. 496.

59 Works 8, p. 529.

60 Works 13 (Misc. no. 448) p. 495; Edwards describes the God-given faculties in Works 2, Religious Affections,  p. 
96.

61 Ibid, p. 533.
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God glorious and happy, such that they are effectively participating in the glorious communion 

of the Trinity.62  

What all this effectively means is that God graciously created in order for inferior 

creatures to participate in the goodness that arises from the mutually loving communion of the 

divine persons.  God was not motivated to create in order to receive anything from creation, but 

simply because the nature of love is such that it desires to share its experience with others.  

For Edwards, then, humanity’s happiness is completely contingent upon its participation 

in the triune communion of love.  As Edwards states, at the end of the treatise, “happiness arises 

from that which is an image and participation of God’s own beauty,”63  and, in one of his 

sermons, “Happiness does so essentially consist in knowing and loving and serving God, and 

having a holy and divine temper of soul, and the lively exercises of it, that those things will make 

a man happy without anything else.”64

Salvation, in some ways, consists in the renovation of the human faculties so that the 

creatures may properly participate in the happiness of the triune communion.  As Edwards 

explains in the Discourse on the Trinity regarding the nature of regeneration:

God’s Spirit, or his love, doth but as it were come and dwell in our hearts and act 
there as a vital principle, and we become the living temples of the Holy Ghost; 
and when men are regenerated and sanctified, God pours forth of his Spirit upon 
them, and they have fellowship or, which is the same thing, are made partakers 
with the Father and Son of their good, i.e. of their love, joy and beauty.65

62 This is one of the nuances contained within Edwards’ famous emanation/remanation passage: “In the creature’s 
knowing, esteeming, loving, rejoicing in, and praising God, the glory of God is both exhibited and acknowledged; 
his fullness is received and returned.  Here is both an emanation and remanation.”  Works 8, p. 531; while many 
have seen this passage as another example of Edwards’ dispositional ontology, it is quite in line with Thomas 
Aquinas’ predominant theme of exitus/reditus in the Summa.

63 Ibid, p. 533.

64 Works 8, Charity and Its Fruits, p. 161.

65 Discourse on the Trinity, Works 21, p. 124.
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When the Spirit indwells the heart of the believer, the saint is effectively bonded to the 

Father and Son in a similar way that the Spirit bonds the Father and Son together in mutual 

love.66  The saints, then, participate in the mutual love flowing in the Godhead through the work 

of the Spirit.  

However, the regenerating and sanctifying work of God, according to Edwards, did not 

occur in a vacuum between God and the individual saint.  The process involved the communion 

of saints, for it was only through the community of the church that saints could properly 

participate in God’s “communications” of reciprocating love.  It is at this point that Edwards’ 

Trinitarian ecclesiology becomes most apparent, and it may be observed in Edwards’ sermon 

series, Charity and its Fruits.

 In 1737, a few years after the peak of the revivals in the early 1730’s, Edwards preached 

this series to his congregation in Northampton in response to flagging spiritual fervor.  Edwards 

writes in a letter that the town’s spiritual decline was explained “not so much by a return to ways 

of lewdness and sensuality, among young or old, as by an over-carefulness about, and eagerness 

after the possessions of this life.”  Northampton, which was being praised for its spiritual fervor 

outside the town, was now characterized by “contention and a party spirit…and a division of the 

people into parties.” 67  Edwards was disturbed that the people in his town could claim the fruits 

of the revival while dividing themselves into factions.  In Edwards’ mind, divisiveness could not 

follow true religion since it betrays good trinitarian dogma.  In the very first sermon of the series, 

Edwards preached that “if a man sincerely loves God it will dispose him to give him all proper 

66 Augustine’s conception is similar.  See The Trinity, Book 15:27, p. 424; the idea is based upon an exegesis of 
Romans 5:5.

67 Works 16, “Letter to Benjamin Colman, May 19, 1737,” p. 67.
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respect,” and thence, “from love to God springs love to man.”68  Likewise, true “Christian love 

disposes men to think others better than themselves.”69  This is necessarily true because the 

essence of love, communicated by God to creation for his own glory, is unselfish and 

disinterested.  As Edwards says in a later sermon, “the nature of love in general…is of a diffusive 

nature, and espouses the interest of others.”70  

 This diffusive love, Edwards says, is revealed through the story of the gospel, wherein 

God the Father discloses his eternal love for his Son.  “There,” Edwards tells his congregation, 

“it is revealed how the Father and the Son are one in love, that we might be induced in like 

manner to be one with them, and with one another.”71  The gospel is much more than simply 

salvation from damnation; rather, Edwards believes the “good news” is the participation of 

human creatures in the eternal fellowship of the Father and Son, effected by the Spirit, so that the 

saints may become one with God as God is one. Union with God, though, is just one aspect of 

the gospel revelation; the other is the saints’ union with each other.  The revelation of God’s love 

induces the saints to be one in love “with one another” since it is only through others that 

individual human beings experience God’s “communal” love.  In other words, God intends the 

church as a type or image of his own triune communion, all as a reflection of his own glory.72  

68 Works 8, “Sermon One: The Sum of All Virtue,” p. 134, 142.

69 Ibid, p. 135

70 Ibid, “Sermon Seven: Contrary to a Selfish Spirit,” p. 262.

71 Ibid, “Sermon One,” p. 144; emphasis added.

72 This has been observed in the secondary literature.  Krister Sairsingh writes that “the divine persons in 
relationship provide an image of Edwards’ ideal of the church as the community which represents the divine glory in 
creation,” such that the church is “an image or representation of God’s Triune existence” (quote taken from 
Abstract);  Stephen Holmes, God of Grace, writes that the church is “the paradigmatic example of God’s act of self-
glorification through the giving of His Son and Spirit” (p. 190).
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 Edwards believed the church’s embodiment of the triune communion was crucial for true 

religion; anything else was a complete perversion of God’s triune glory.  The contentious party 

spirit that was characteristic of Edwards’ congregation would lead directly to condemnation 

because the spirit of the church was defined by ‘self-love’ rather than benevolent love, or what 

may be termed as ‘other-love.’  Self-love occurred in an individual when their happiness was 

placed “in things which are confined to himself.”73  True love, though, was different; it was 

diffusive, mutual, and reciprocal: it was ‘other-love.’  As Edwards would conclude in one of his 

sermons, “If we consider the nature of love in general which, so far as it is real and morally 

sincere, is of a diffusive nature, and espouses the interest of others…Selfishness is a principle 

which does, as it were, confine a man’s heart to himself.  Love enlarges it and extends it to 

others.”74

Edwards goes on to tell his congregation that if they truly desired to participate in the 

benefits arising from the revival, they needed to “imitate” the other-love exemplified in God 

himself.  As Edwards says, “Love to God disposes men to imitate God… Love disposes to 

imitation.”75  Finally, he suggests that: 

The main thing in that love, which is the sum of the Christian spirit, is 
benevolence or good will to others…love of benevolence is that disposition which 
a man has who desires or delights in the good of another.  And this is the main 
thing in Christian love, the most essential thing, and that whereby our love is most 
of an imitation of the eternal love and grace of God.76

 

73 Ibid, “Sermon Seven,” p. 257.

74 Ibid, p. 262-3.

75 Works 8, “Sermon Four: Long-Suffering and Kindness,” p. 192, 194.

76 Ibid, p. 213; emphasis added.
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 This imitation or embodiment of God’s glory through the church was a thing of pure 

beauty to Edwards, and he expected others, even some outside the church, to find it beautiful as 

well.  It is at this point that Edwards’ Trinitarian missiology may be observed.  For Edwards, a 

true vision of God’s embodied glory in the church was necessarily attractive to those disposed to 

appreciate true beauty.  As Edwards continues in a Charity sermon,

True discoveries [of love] excite love in the soul, and draw forth the heart in love.  
They dispose to love to God as the supreme good.  They unite the heart in love to 
Christ…When persons have a true discovery of the sufficiency and excellency of 
Christ, this is the effect.77

In Edwards’ mind, God’s love is attractive.  As the church visibly embodies God’s glory 

through the imitation of God’s unified, loving communion, it communicates to the world his 

incomprehensible beauty.  An encounter with this beauty necessarily affects the hearts of those 

who appreciate beauty when they observe it—as Edwards states in his treatise True Virtue, “it is 

impossible that any one should truly relish this beauty…who has not that temper himself.  I have 

observed, that if any being is possessed of such a temper, he will unavoidably be pleased with the 

same temper in another.”78  Edwards suggests that those creatures who possess the disposition to 

appreciate true beauty (what he defines in True Virtue as “consent to Being,” or love to God79) 

will have their senses naturally excited whenever they are in the presence of this beauty.  Once 

we translate Edwards’ thought, it is easy to see how he envisions the evangelization of those 

outside the church: whenever a creature who possesses the right disposition is in the presence of 

77 Works 8, Charity, p. 145-6.

78 Works 8, True Virtue, p. 549; in True Virtue, Works 8, p. 557, Edwards’ definition of “beauty” or “virtue” is 
commensurate with the beauty or virtue that exists in the mutual love of the divine persons: “It is evident that the 
divine virtue, or the virtue of the divine mind, must consist primarily in love to himself, or in the mutual love and 
friendship which subsists eternally and necessarily between the several persons in the Godhead,” such that virtue in 
human beings must then be similar to the “mutual love and friendship” that exists in God.

79 Works 8, p. 547.
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a church properly reflecting God’s unified love, that creature’s senses will be necessarily 

enlivened and will desire to be incorporated into the communion of God’s happiness.80    

 It is now largely comprehensible why Edwards stated in the Humble Attempt that the 

“union” of the church would be the “means of awakening others.”  As those outside the church 

observed the incomprehensible beauty of the triune God’s embodied glory in the church, they 

would be made “sensible of the wants of their souls…disposing them to join with God’s 

people.”81  The beauty that Edwards saw in the unity of the divine persons, he believed, would be 

found beautiful by those who observed the embodied beauty of God in the church, and they 

would subsequently desire to participate in the glorious communion and fellowship of God and 

his saints.  Edwards thus worked for the sake of unity in the church, not only for the saints’ own 

happiness in their communion with God, but also for the unchurched, since union communicated 

the glory of God while simultaneously inviting the unchurched to the participation of that triune 

glory.  

Stockbridge and Beyond

In itself, Edwards’ missiology presents an interesting theological vision that furthers Amy 

Plantinga Pauw’s primary thesis that the doctrine of the Trinity was the “supreme harmony of 

all” in Edwards’ thought—this paper has simply added another melodious note to this harmony.  

80 Gerald R. McDermott has consistently argued that Edwards believes the disposition is the only requisite for 
salvation.  I am arguing, though, that Edwards believes the disposition needs to be activated in the observation of 
God’s embodied beauty.  See McDermott, Jonathan Edwards Confronts the Gods: Christian Theology, 
Enlightenment Religion, and Non-Christian Faiths (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999); idem, “A Possibility 
of Reconciliation,” in Sang Hyun Lee and Allen C. Guelzo, eds., Edwards in Our Time: Jonathan Edwards and the 
Shaping of American Religion (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1999) pp. 173-202; idem, “Jonathan Edwards, John Henry 
Newman and non-Christian Religions,” in Helm and Crisp, pp. 127-138.

81 Works 5, Humble Attempt, p. 318.
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But if viewed from a historical lens, Edwards’ Trinitarian missiology helps explain his active, 

practical involvement in the social affairs of the communities of (at least) Stockbridge and 

(possibly) Northampton.  This can be observed in at least three respects:

First, Edwards was disturbed by the typical English policies towards the Mohican Indians 

(of which George Marsden surveys quite well82).  An Indian could not see the “light of the 

gospel,” Edwards says, because the English “gave ’em so much rum.”83  Englishmen refused to 

educate the Indians (preventing them from enjoying God’s revelation of himself in the Bible) so 

that, Edwards told the Indians, “’tis more easy to cheat you in trading with you.”84  Edwards was 

quite alarmed that many of the Indians’ “lands and other affairs” were “molested” for English 

gain.85  All these things (and more), obviously failed to communicate the beauty of God’s unified 

but diffusive love to the Indians.  Edwards’ active involvement in the treaty with the Six 

nations,86 where he promises better treatment of the Indians by the English, is filled with greater 

depth of meaning when we take into consideration his theological approach to missions.  

Edwards could not begin to hope for the conversion of the Indians until he and the English 

embodied the other-love typified in the Godhead. 

Second, Edwards’ missional theology explains (at least from Edwards’ perspective) the 

English approach to evangelizing the Indians.  Rather than sending individual missionaries into 

Indian territory (like the French), the English most often attempted to incorporate (or “civilize”) 

82 Marsden, pp. 385-90.

83 Works 16, “Letter to Speaker Thomas Hubbard,” pp. 399, 400.

84 “To the Mohawks at the Treaty, August 16th, 1751,” in Wilson H. Kimnach et al., eds., The Sermons of Jonathan 
Edwards: A Reader (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1999) p. 105.

85 Works 16, “To Sec. Andrew Oliver, February 18th, 1751/2” p. 423-4.

86 Detailed, by Edwards himself, in Works 16, “Letter to Speaker Thomas Hubbard,” pp. 406-414.
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the Indians into their culture and society.  While this was partly motivated by English contempt 

for Indian culture, it was also motivated by the general religious worldview of English 

Puritanism in the American colonies.  The colonists were building a spiritual “City on the Hill,” 

intended to be viewed by the world as the model example of religion, government, and law.  

Even though this “city” was generally intended for European eyes, it certainly included the 

“heathen” tribes surrounding the colonies.  Hence, most missionary endeavors involved an entire 

civil community working to incorporate an Indian community into their own.  Edwards’ 

Trinitarian missiology, in which the church attracted the unchurched as it embodied the unified 

love of the triune God, was in many ways a Trinitarian re-casting of John Winthrop’s original 

vision for Puritan America.

Third, Edwards’ Trinitarian missiology casts a theological shade over his attempts to 

wrest control of the Stockbridge mission away from the Williams family and Colonel Joseph 

Dwight, who were mismanaging the mission so badly that, in the words of Edwards, “it is 

enough to make one sick.”87  Edwards’ main charge was that there existed “jealousies that here 

subsist between some of the chief of the present English inhabitants of the town,” creating 

“contending parties.”88  Some of these “English inhabitants” (namely, the Williams’) were taking 

advantage of the Indians, and they used the monies donated for the mission’s school for “selfish 

designs and intrigues for private interest.”89  This left the Indians with “a very ill opinion of 

Colonel Williams and the deepest prejudice against him.”90  Edwards pleaded with the 

87 Works 16, “To Sec. Andrew Oliver,” p. 425; Marsden beautifully details the struggle in Chapter 24 of his 
biography.

88 Ibid, p. 423.

89 Ibid, p. 429.

90 Ibid, p. 423.
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Commissioners of the Massachusetts General Assembly in Boston to resolve this contentious 

situation, but his efforts were thwarted by Ephraim Williams, Jr.91  Almost half the Indians, fed 

up with the infighting English, left Stockbridge, leaving the mission in near ruin. Even though 

Edwards finally managed to get appointed as head overseer of the mission’s boarding school, the 

mission never really recovered.  The divisiveness of the Stockbridge community failed to 

communicate the beauty of God’s unity in diversity so badly that Edwards was left sending 

individual missionaries into Indian territory alone.92  Edwards’ dream of creating a “City on the 

Hill” based upon God’s Trinitarian communion was never realized.

On top of that, Edwards’ dream that the “concert of prayer” would effect colonial-wide 

unity seems to have been shattered as well.  In 1749, Joseph Bellamy, one of Edwards’ students, 

believed “not half the Country have ever So much as heard of Mr. Edwards peice (sic)  upon 

the…Concert,”93 and from 1750-51, Edwards’ references to the movement only mention the 

general lack of interest in the concert.   In 1757, ten years after he published the Humble Attempt 

and a year before he died, Edwards makes a veiled allusion to the concert, an allusion that only 

seems to accentuate the absence of interest.94  

While Edwards’ missional goals were never realized, his missional thought has come 

down to us through his writings, presenting his theological readers today with a striking 

Trinitarian missional strategy while possibly offering his historical readers a theological reason 

for his active involvement in the social affairs of his civil community.

91 Works 16, “Letter to Colonel Timothy Dwight, June 30th, 1752,” p. 485.

92 Works 16, “Letter to Sec. Andrew Oliver, April 12th, 1753,” pp. 581-6.

93 “Letter to Thomas Foxcroft, May 6th, 1749” (MS, Houghton Library); quoted from Works 5, p. 48.

94 Works 16, “Letter to Thomas Foxcroft, February 11th, 1757,” p. 695.
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